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ABOUT THE PROJECT

Across Europe, entrepreneurship drives innovation,

competitiveness, job creation and growth. It allows new

innovative ideas and concepts to be turned into successful

ventures and unlock individuals' potential. Entrepreneurship in the

creative sector is essential to ensure the continued development

of societies and is at the heart of the well-being of the broader

economy. Aside from entrepreneurship, encouraging creative and

cultural dialogue can be developed as crucial components of

local economic development.

Cultural and creative industries are often strongly dependent on

location. They feed on local traditions. Therefore, they are

especially suitable channels to share the energies of place and

further serve communities and contribute to community cohesion.

Making Space 365 partners believe that employing creative

methods in community contexts by bringing different decision-

makers together can benefit wider society by creating shared

creative spaces and projects that explore society's everyday

needs in a 'bottom-up' development process. 
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OUR F IRST  PROJECT MEETING

designing the project logo 

establishing social media channels 

 facebook.com/MakingSpace365

the launch of our project website

MakingSpace365.eu

Structure and deadlines agreed for Making

Space 365 Framework for Social, Civic &

Community Education and Engagement

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS TO DATE

Other developments in the project to date have

included: 

OUR NEXT STEPS

Partners will continue to meet regularly to share and

discuss their developments. They will work closely to

establish the best immediate actions to continue the

project's successful advancement.

Making Space 365 Framework for Social, Civic & Community

Education and Engagement

Making Space 365 Creative Skills & Entrepreneurship Youth Training

Curriculum

Making Space 365 Civic Action and Creative Youth Event Guidebook

Making Space 365 Creative Calendar

Making Space 365 Youth Leader Training Workshops

Making Space 365 Festival & Showcase Event

The Making Space 365 Erasmus+ project started with a virtual meet and

greet online. Partners from Portugal, Greece, Germany, Ireland, United

Kingdom, and Lithuania were happy to introduce themselves and discuss

the project framework. 

Partners discussed in detail the appropriate approach and process for

the development of each deliverable, including:
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